Standard form
GUARANTEE FOR
LIMITED PERIODS

Commitment to pay in accordance with the Travel Guarantee Act
(2018:1218)
By this commitment to pay on behalf of XX (indicate all names in which travel
agreements with consumers are concluded), company reg. no ....., the undersigned
Bank/Credit Market Company/Insurance Company undertakes to pay without delay, at
the request of Kammarkollegiet, the amount indicated by the Agency to the claimant(s)
indicated by the Agency.
This commitment to pay is valid as a guarantee with a time limit for the amount of SEK
..... during the period ....., for a further amount of SEK ..... during the period ....., and for
yet a further amount of SEK ..... during the period ......
This commitment to pay is valid for the above-mentioned amount(s) covering
circumstances occurring during the period(s) concerned. It may, however, be cancelled at
any time by the Bank/Credit Market Company/Insurance Company. Such cancellation
shall take effect one month after being received by the Agency. The commitment to pay
shall, however, apply to tours for which agreements have been concluded or payment
received before the end of the said month.
place……………………….date……………………….
signed on behalf of the Bank/Credit Market Company/Insurance Company
Observe
The guarantee issuer must attach a certificate of registration and, if needed, a power of
attorney indicating the person(s) authorized to sign for the guarantee issuer.
Remark
If a guarantee is replaced, the previous guarantee may be returned earlier than three
months after its replacement provided that the new guarantee concludes with the
following statement:
This commitment to pay assumes the full liability according to the Travel Guarantee
Act previously incurred at any time by virtue of the former commitment to pay No
.......... dated .........., issued by ............
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